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AresLite®
Non-crystal Diode Laser Hair Removal

√ Stronger
√ Smarter
√ Faster



Introducing DM40Plus
Customize hair removal across a wide 
range of skin tones like never before.

AresLite®  is that the laser energy of a 
specific wavelength is absorbed by the 
melanin  in  the hai r  fo l l ic le ,  and then 
converted into heat ,  which raises the 
temperature of the hair follicle tissue and 
ultimately achieves tissue destruction.

Use FAC Technology To Get 99% Energy Transfer Efficiency

Diode laser No Crystal design, handle piece are pretty light,It allows you 
to work in a comfortable state for a long time and Reduce the 
probability of handle damage.

Areslite diode laser use IP65 high grade waterproof, fully enclosed to 
prevent dust from entering

Areslite® diode laser design better than microchannel



Synergetic  
Technologies.  
Superior Results.
AresLite® diode laser hair removal machine,is equipped with the 

latest black technology FAC technology, and the spanlife is as high 

as 100 millions, which is more than 5 times that of other lasers, 

ensuring your long-term efficient use

Using the world's leading optical LIMO brand Fast Axis Collimation Free-

surface micro-optical technology , short-distance beams are quickly 

focused, and the energy density is higher under the same pulse width, 

achieving high peak power and narrow pulse width hair removal, greatly 

improving the hair removal effect and experience.

Add FAC: Beam Focus.
At a working distance of 32mm, 
the energy density is 
10J/cm2@20ms

Without FAC: The Beam Diverges Rapidly.
At a working distance of 32mm, the 
energy density about 2J/cm2@20ms



One Step Ahead. 
New of AresLite®!

• Offers a unique pain reduction mechanism.
• Ideal for treating larger body areas, quickly and comfortably.

Providing a solution for large and small areas requiring higher 
fluence levels.



* 3 Years Warranty

* FHR/HR/SR all in one

* Up 200 Million Lifespan

* Intelligent linkage multi-touch HD screen

* CLINICALLY PROVEN 3D TECHNOLOGY

* SIFHR® 20Hz Least Painful experience

* 3 Seconds Temperature Control System
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